
  

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS

Light source: LED module

Rated power of the luminaire [W]*: 10

Luminous flux [lm]*: 500

Electrical protection class: III

Colour temperature [K]: 6500

Battery life [h:min]: 6

Battery: Li-Polymer 3,7V

Battery capacity [mAh]: 1500

Diffuser material: PC

Diffuser type: MAT

CHARACTERISTICS

Headlamp with charger is a practical solution for people who value

convenience and smart technology. The Lena Lighting headlamp

can be turned on by hand movement (motion sensor), which allows

to automate the moment of activation of the equipment. As a result,

a person working with gloves has no problem turning the headlamp

on or off. The lamp is also equipped with a non-slip strap, so that it

perfectly adheres to the skin or hair. In addition, the lamp offers the

possibility to detach the illuminating part from the strap and use it

as an independent light source.

APPLICATION

Lighting for professionals working in construction or workshops, but

also runners concerned about safety during training.
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TECHNICAL PARAMETERS TABLE

Index: 334498

EAN: 5905963334498

Light source: LED module

Rated power of the luminaire [W]: 10

Luminous flux [lm]: 500

Electrical protection class: III

Colour temperature [K]: 6500

Charging time [h:min]: 4.5

Battery life [h:min]: 6

Battery: Li-Polymer 3,7V

Battery capacity [mAh]: 1500

Diffuser material: PC

Diffuser type: MAT

Diffuser colour: white

Colour of the body: Czarno-zielony

Dimensions (H/W/T/S) [mm]: 99/50/61

Impact resistance: IK10

Ingress protection: IP40

Switch: yes

Magnet: yes

Net weight [kg]: 0.120
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Card creation date: 24 November 2022

The company reserves the right to make design changes or upgrades in the presented product. Product data sheet does not constitute an offer. * Parameter tolerance is +/- 10%

This product is a subject to electric and electronic waste equipment regulations (WEEE). Certificate CE - Nr: 199/2023
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